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	Discover how to bring social responsibility to your business


	In today's business world, your bottom line isn't measured by your company's financial performance alone. Social Entrepreneurship For Dummies shows you how to implement social responsibility to your business plan in order to increase your bottom line.


	This book helps any social entrepreneur gain the necessary skills needed to change the system and spread the solution, while providing explanations of the most successful business tools being used today.

	
		A complete reference on the ideas and processes associated with social entrepreneurship
	
		Provides a foundation and business plan for those looking to create their own socially oriented business venture



	Social Entrepreneurship For Dummies gives you the trusted and friendly advice you need to get on your way toward social responsibility!
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Link Mining: Models, Algorithms, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	This book presents in-depth surveys and systematic discussions on models, algorithms and applications for link mining. Link mining is an important field of data mining. Traditional data mining focuses on "flat" data in which each data object is represented as a fixed-length attribute vector. However, many real-world data sets are...
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Encyclopedia of Portal Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2007
When I mentioned that I was putting together an encyclopedia of portal technology and applications that would have around 200 articles, a college at Victoria University asked me whether there was enough material in the world written on portals to do that. I replied that even if there was not, there soon would be. The final product you are reading...
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Inside Microsoft SharePoint 2013 (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Build custom SharePoint solutions with architectural insights from the experts.


	Take a deep dive into SharePoint 2013, and master the intricacies for designing and implementing robust apps and other business solutions for your organization. Led by an author team with in-depth knowledge of SharePoint architecture,...
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A Field Guide to Cape Cod: Including Nantucket, Martha’s Vineyard, Block Island, and Eastern Long IslandYale University Press, 2018

	
		A richly illustrated full?color guide to the unique plants, wildlife, and environments of Cape Cod and the other nearby “Outer Lands” that face the Atlantic Ocean

		 

		This essential guidebook presents the most abundantly illustrated and fascinating account of the natural history of Cape Cod,...
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Extending and Embedding PHPSams Publishing, 2006
In just a few years PHP has rapidly evolved from a small niche language to a powerful web development tool. Now in use on over 14 million Web sites, PHP is more stable and extensible than ever. However, there is no documentation on how to extend PHP; developers seeking to build PHP extensions and increase the performance and functionality of their...
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LANGE Instant Access Orthopedics and Sports MedicineMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	The most convenient, rapid-access resource for orthopedics and sports medicine, packed with clinical facts, figures, and data you will turn to again and again


	This portable guide is filled with evidence-based facts, figures, and data for understanding and managing common-but often challenging-complaints related to the...
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